Nationwide Poll of n=1,519 Likely Voters
March 1-7, 2022: Roe v. Wade
In light of the leaked draft indicating the Supreme Court’s intent to overturn Roe v. Wade, Change
Research would like to share data from our nationwide survey of 1,519 likely voters, conducted in
March 2022 for internal research purposes.

Click on the heading of each bullet to view its accompanying chart.
●

We are a pro-choice country
63% of likely voters believe that abortion should be legal in all or most cases. Just 8% say
it should be illegal in all cases – as it soon would be in too many states.

●

Abortion rights broadly supported
Virtually all Democrats (96%), 72% of independents & 25% of Republicans support
abortion rights. This is not a simple left-right issue!

● Abortion rights unify POC, white ‘suburbanites’ & white working class women
Abortion rights supported by large majorities of Black & Hispanic voters + majorities of
white college grads who turned the suburbs blue. The GOP even risks alienating the
white working class women so critical to their coalition on this issue.

● Abortion may galvanize youth vote
Every age cohort supports abortion rights, but young people especially. This assault on
abortion rights may galvanize the 18-34 yr olds underperforming for Democrats in polls.
●

Who DOES oppose abortion rights?
○ 75% of Evangelicals
○ 70% of Observant Catholics

● Overturning Roe a minority opinion
Only 26% of voters believe SCOTUS should overturn Roe v. Wade.

● Overturning Roe a wedge dividing the GOP Coalition
This will be a powerful wedge issue in the midterms. It unifies the Democratic coalition
with persuadable voters and divides those voting for the GOP. Only 4% of undecided
voters support overturning Roe!

● Voters didn’t expect Roe to be overturned
This is catching most voters off-guard. Just last month, just 17% of voters thought it ‘very
likely’ Roe would be overturned. 54% felt it was at least somewhat likely.

● GOP & undecided voters did not expect this
72% of Democrats believed this outcome was at least somewhat likely. Only 40% of GOP
voters & 35% of undecided voters believed this was possible.

● This SCOTUS case one of the least followed political stories until now
Just 26% of voters had heard a lot about this SCOTUS case last month, making it one of
the least followed political stories…until now.

● Democrats more trusted on abortion
This decision could really shake up the midterms. A 57% majority trust Democrats more to
handle abortion – it is one of their strongest issues.
For context, just 46% were supporting Democrats in the generic congressional ballot in
this poll. Democrats’ mission from now until November is to close that gap to protect
women’s reproductive rights.
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We are a pro-choice country
63% of likely voters believe that abortion should be legal in all or most cases. Just 8% say it
should be illegal in all cases – as it soon would be in too many states.

Abortion rights broadly supported
Virtually all Democrats, 72% of independents & 25% of Republicans support abortion rights. This
is not a simple left-right issue!

Abortion rights unify POC, white ‘suburbanites’ & white working class women
Abortion rights supported by large majorities of Black & Hispanic voters + majorities of white
college grads who turned the suburbs blue.
The GOP even risks alienating the white working class women so critical to their coalition on this
issue.

Abortion may galvanize youth vote
Every age cohort supports abortion rights, but young people especially. This assault on abortion
rights may galvanize the 18-34 yr olds underperforming for Democrats in polls.

Who DOES oppose abortion rights?
- 75% of Evangelicals
- 70% of Observant Catholics

Overturning Roe a minority opinion
Only 26% of voters believe SCOTUS should overturn Roe v. Wade.

Overturning Roe a wedge dividing the GOP Coalition
This will be a powerful wedge issue in the midterms. It unifies the Democratic coalition with
persuadable voters and divides those voting for the GOP. Only 4% of undecided voters support
overturning Roe!

Voters didn’t expect Roe to be overturned
This is catching most voters off-guard. Just last month, just 17% of voters thought it ‘very likely’
Roe would be overturned. 54% felt it was at least somewhat likely.

GOP & undecided voters did not expect this
72% of Democrats believed this outcome was at least somewhat likely
Only 40% of GOP voters & 35% of undecided voters believed this was possible

This SCOTUS case one of the least followed political stories until now
Just 26% of voters had heard a lot about this SCOTUS case last month, making it one of the least
followed political stories…until now.

Democrats more trusted on abortion
This decision could really shake up the midterms. A 57% majority trust Democrats more to handle
abortion – it is one of their strongest issues.

For context, just 46% were supporting Democrats in the generic congressional ballot in this poll.
Democrats’ mission from now until November is to close that gap to protect women’s
reproductive rights.

